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Stanislas Filliol, UNAFAM and former Vice President of EUFAMI
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It is with deep regret that we must inform you of the untimely
death of our friend and colleague from France, Stanislas
Filliol. Stanislas represented his national association,
UNAFAM, for many years on the Board of EUFAMI. He also
served on the Executive of EUFAMI and was Vice President
until he stepped down in 2009.
In recent times, Stanislas was one of the key influencers in
encouraging EUFAMI and its members to pursue the interests
and rights of children of parents with mental illness, which
culminated in the very successful “Forgotten Children”
conference held in Vilnius, Lithuania in November 2009. Stanislas had great foresight and this
was no more evident than when he worked with the planning of this conference. The success of
the conference will be a permanent testament to his dedication and commitment to the family
movement.
Stanislas possessed an outstanding knowledge of eastern European languages and because of
this knowledge, together with his unique style and character, he was ideally suited to help with
the development of the excellent relationships which now exist between EUFAMI and its
member associations in Eastern Europe.
Stanislas’s funeral takes place this afternoon. We send our heartfelt sympathy to his family and
to his many colleagues at UNAFAM. He was a great friend and colleague to everyone at
EUFAMI.
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